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Heythere!

We hope that your third quarter went well! Here's REDD Engineering's October

Newsletter. In it, you'll find an overview of:

One of our Principals, Lowry Redd.

A write-up of one of our core values, Quality. 

How you can improve your quality of life through measuring 10 areas.

Need a 2 minute break? Here's a funny video

Meet Lowry!
Succeeding his father Jack, Lowry Redd is one of the current Principals of REDD

Engineering. Over his career, Lowry has become a student of efficiency building upon

Jack's teachings of quality and consistency. For a period of five years, he served in

management positions and as consultant to a number of firms including IBM, Xerox,

Boeing,  Idaho  National  Engineering Lab  (EG&G)  and Kennecott Utah  Copper

Corporation.  At each company, 

he analyzed their processes to help them reduce inefficiency, maximize profit and and

improve to become, or maintain, quality among the best in their respective industries.

He took this consulting knowledge to REDD to improve our ability to become, "the

Owner's Engineer." He knows that by having efficiency-focused, quality deliverables in

a timely manner, the stakeholders involved will all be better off. 

 

Lowry has served in various capacities at REDD ranging from designer, planner,

project manager, project engineer, and eventually the executive over consulting, design

and construction projects. He's also served our local community through being an

expert witness in various court cases, where he's taken his deep knowledge of refinery

processes and chemicals to educate others on proper processes and safety

precautions that need to be made when dealing with hazardous chemicals. 

 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8vHhgh6oM0&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_DzhJwr5_u-NUAyHj53L2xVE0eDJPrVyjDtIIGE7CDBZVcqTF3aQmvqVhHixrI1pCC4nd4
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He's also served local organizations and chapters as a Board Member for the Institute

of Industrial Engineers, Chairman of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, and

President of the Consulting Engineers Council of Utah. He was nominated as Utah's

Engineer of the Year in 1989 and has continued to strive to stand out amongst an

incredible field of capable engineers. We're grateful to have Lowry guiding our

organization. 

Lowry has built upon Jack's teachings of quality by adding to it a focus on efficiency. As

a part of ensuring quality is delivered, we help to show as a consulting engineering firm

that the process in place could be optimized to help maximize efficiency, profit, and

safety. The etymology of efficiency stems from a Latin word meaning to accomplish. To

accomplish projects requires that you do it well, and that takes into account doing it

with as few needed steps that maximize output and quality. 

 

REDD’s approach to quality can be defined in four words: Quality at the Source. This

begins with assigning the right person to the project and proper teaming as discussed

previously, and continues through the dedication and attention to detail of each

individual in the “supply chain” that is multi-discipline engineering.

 

Before a product (drawing, calculation or other work product) is passed on to the next

individual, REDD ensures that the quality of the product has been verified to the

competence of that individual – Quality at the Source. Then, even though all work is

checked “at the source,” appropriate QA reviews are performed on each deliverable

(30/60/90 or similar) to ensure that the proper coordination of disciplines occurs and

that the content meets scope.

 

This individual attention to quality then is incorporated into our institutional body of

knowledge to benefit the company. We believe it says a lot that even as a company in a

diverse market, REDD does nearly all our work for repeat clients, some going back

nearly 40 years.
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As much as we focus on delivering quality products to our clients, we also want to

ensure that we're increasing the quality of our own lives. It's through living a meaningful

life that we're able to enjoy working which will help us to focus on delivering quality.

That's why we dedicate a section each month of our newsletter with having tips on how

we all can improve. Today, we'll focus on 10 areas of your life that,  if  you  measure 

the  quality  of  it,  will help you feel more congruence internally. This comes from

Brendon Burchard, one of the world's leading productivity coaches. The areas he

teaches are: 

1. Family
2. Friends
3. Physical Health
4. Relationship

5. Mission
6. Finances
7. Spirituality

8. Emotions &
Mental Health
9. Hobbies
10. Adventure

To measure these, ponder how satisfied you are in the area and try to measure it on a

scale from 1 to 10, with one being completely unsatisfied and 10 being completely

satisfied. You can then add each score up to give you your score out of 100, which can

be an indicator of how closely your life is aligned to the ideal life you'd want to be living.

From there, you can take the lowest 2-4, depending upon how much work would be

needed to improve that area, and brainstorms action steps you an take to improve your

life. Do this exercise as needed but ensure it's on a frequent basis to continue to draw

you closer to living the life you want. 

REDD Engineering, 250 North Redwood Road Suite 280, North Salt Lake, Utah 84054
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